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Abstract—We present a generalized Snell’s law that governs
grey soliton refraction at the interface separating two defocusing
Kerr media. The analysis, based on the Helmholtz theory, is valid
for arbitrary angles of incidence and reveals that grey solitons
undergo either external or internal refraction depending on the
soliton contrast parameter.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nonlinear interfaces play a pivotal role in nonlinear science.
The theory ruling the behaviour of spatial solitons at nonlinear
interfaces is the cornerstone for the explanation of more
complex phenomena such as the propagation in nonlinear
waveguides [1], directional couplers [2] or all-optical gates
[3], [4]. A vast literature on the subject lasts for three decades,
since the pioneering works devoted to linear/nonlinear interfaces [5], [6], [7] till the recent studies on interfaces separating
quadratic [8] or photorefractive [9] media. Those phenomena
associated with nonlinear interfaces such as the formation
of nonlinear surface waves [6], [10], [11], the emission of
multisoliton patterns [12], [13], [14] and the existence of giant
Goos Hänchen shift [15] have been analyzed in a large variety
of media and interface configurations. Besides the theoretical
works, experiments on nonlinear interfaces have been also
carried out to verify analytical predictions [16], [17].
A review of the literature on nonlinear interfaces may
conclude that two main features are found in a large number
of works. First, most studies have relied on the Nonlinear
Schrödinger (NLS) equation to describe soliton evolution in
nonlinear media. Since the paraxial approximation is assumed
in the NLS, the validity of the analysis is limited to vanishingly
small angles of incidence or refraction. Such is the case,
for instance, of the successful particle-like model of Aceves
et al. [18], [19] where the complicated dynamical evolution
of a beam at nonlinear interfaces is described by a simple
Newtonian model. Secondly, the study of nonlinear interfaces
has focused on bright solitons, so that the analysis of dark
solitons has been only considered in a few number of works
[20], [21].
Nonlinear interfaces have an inherent nonparaxial character
which manifests, for instance, when a soliton acquires a large
angle of propagation due to the phenomenon of external
refraction induced by the nonlinear interface. This sort of nonparaxiality, associated to the propagation of broad beams (in

relation to its wavelength) with large angles in relation to the
reference axes, is properly described in the framework of the
Helmholtz theory [22], [23]. Unlike the NLS, the Nonlinear
Helmholtz (NLH) equation [24], [22] preserves rotations and
removes previous angular limitations. The analysis of nonlinear interfaces based on the Helmholtz theory thus collects
the full angular content of the problem which is summarized
in a generalized Snell’s law [25], [26]. Initially reported for
addressing bright soliton refraction at the interface separating
two focusing Kerr media [25], it has been recently extended
to govern soliton refraction in defocusing Kerr media [27].
II. G ENERALIZED S NELL’ S LAW FOR GREY SOLITONS
Our analysis of grey soliton evolution at defocusing Kerr
interfaces is based on the NLH equation
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whose derivation for a TE optical field satisfying a Helmholtz
equation can be found in [26]. u(ξ, ζ) is the complex envelope
of a forward propagating beam evolving along the normalized transverse ξ = 21/2 x/w0 and longitudinal ζ = z/LD
coordinates. w0 is the waist of a reference Gaussian beam
with diffraction length LD = kw02 /2 and κ = 1/k 2 w02 is a
nonparaxiality parameter relating the beam width in relation
to the number of wavelengths (λ = 2π/k) in the full width
2w0 of a reference Gaussian beam [22], [23]. ∆ = 1−n202 /n201
and α = α2 /α1 account for the linear and nonlinear refractive
index mismatch at the interface, respectively. As it is displayed
at both sides of the interface shown in Fig. 1, we have assumed
that the refractive index of the ith medium is ni = n0i − αi I
where n0i is the linear refractive index, αi stands for the
defocusing Kerr coefficient and I is the optical intensity.
Matching the phase of the solution solutions for focusing
[22], [23], [28] and defocusing [29] Kerr media at both sides
of the discontinuity one obtains a nonlinear Snell’s law [25],
[26], [27]
γ± n01 cos(θni + θ0i ) = n02 cos(θnt + θ0t ).

(2)
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where θni and θnt are the net angles of incidence and
refraction of a grey soliton, respectively. They account for the
total angle between the propagation direction of the soliton
dip and the interface as it is illustrated by the grey arrows in
Fig. 1. The interface separating two defocusing Kerr media is
represented by a dotted line and has been rotated in relation
to the normalized coordinates.

Net angle of incidence (deg.)

Fig. 2. Generalized Snell’s law for a nonlinear interface with α2 = 4α1
and n02 = 1.0124n01 for κ = 10−4 (a) and κ = 10−3 (b).
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Angular relationships involved in black and grey soliton refraction.

θ0i and θ0t represent the intrinsic angles of the incident
[29] and refracted grey soliton [27] relative to the propagation
direction of the background wave supporting the corresponding dark soliton. Their values are deduced from the condition
supplementing Eq. (2), i.e. the preservation of the soliton grayness parameter at both sides of the interface [27]. θ0i and θ0t
make net angles of incidence and refraction of the grey soliton
differ from the ones associated to the background wave or the
corresponding black soliton θi and θt , respectively. Of course,
the case of bright [25], [26] and black [27] soliton refraction
can be deduced from Eq. (2) provided θ0i = θ0t = 0.
In Eq. (2) γ± is a nonlinear correction term which has been
previously calculated for bright (γ+ ) [25] and black (γ− ) [27]
solitons. In this case,
#1/2
"

1 − 4κu20
(3)
γ− =
1 − 4κu20 α(1 − ∆)−1
where u0 denote the amplitude of the background wave
supporting the soliton.
The nonparaxiality parameter κ has been shown to play a
pivotal role in the study of bright and black soliton refraction
at nonlinear interfaces [25], [26]. The case of grey solitons
is not an exception as the results shown in Fig. 2 reveal. Eq.
(2) is represented for different values of the soliton contrast
parameter F [29], [27] when two values of κ are used, i.e.
κ = 10−4 (a) and κ = 10−3 (b). We assume a dark soliton
u0 = 1 impinging a nonlinear interface with α2 = 4α1 and
n02 = 1.0124n01 Two different scenarios are found depending
solely on κ. When κ = 10−4 , γ− ≈ 1 and the net angle of
refraction is dictated in Eq. (2) by the relationship between the
linear refractive indexes. Regardless of the value of the soliton

greyness, all soliton will undergo a very similar net angle of
refraction as it is shown in Fig. 2(a). This result changes when
κ = 10−3 as Fig. 2(b) reveals. In this case γ− ≈ n02 /n01 , so
that the net angle of refraction is dependent on the intrinsic
angles of the incident and refracted solitons θ0i and θ0t . The
curve for F = 0.5 shows a novel feature not previously found
in black or bright soliton refraction. Unlike black solitons,
which experience either external or internal refraction, grey
solitons may undergo both types of refraction when the net
angle of incidence changes.
The inset of Fig. 2(b) also reveals that grey soliton refraction
depends on F . For a fixed net angle of incidence θni = 30o ,
the grey soliton with F = 0.2 undergoes external refraction
while internal refraction is achieved when F = 0.5. This
conclusion is in excellent agreement with the results extracted
from numerical simulations shown in Fig. 3. The two snapshots in Fig. 3(a) and (b) are obtained from the numerical
integration of the NLH [30] and correspond to those interface
and soliton parameters used in Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 3. Change from external (a) to internal (b) refraction when F increases.
In both cases, α2 = 4α1 , n02 = 1.0124n01 and κ = 10−3 .

A full description of those properties associated to the
evolution of grey solitons at defocusing Kerr interfaces will
be presented at the conference. Massive numerical simulations
have been carried out in order to contrast the validity of the
theoretical predictions.
III. C ONCLUSION
In this work we have demonstrated the validity of the
Helmholtz Snell’s law to address not only bright or black,
but also grey soliton refraction at the interface separating
two Kerr media. Deduced in the framework of the Helmholtz

theory, this Snell’s law is valid for all possible values of any
of the angles involved in contrast to the angular restrictions
inherent in the paraxial theory. We have showed that a change
from external to internal refraction is allowed in grey soliton
refraction dependent on the angle of incidence.
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